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RADIO BROADCAST
WITH RADIJOJO BERLIN

RADIJOJO the German children’s Radio brings everything
that interests children. A colorful program with easy-to-
understand information and helpful conversations. The
variety of topics is limitless. For EBIS it is the fourth time
to be a partner in this Radio broadcast. Together with a
German school class from Hamburg, EBIS y7 students
Ritaj, David, Karim and Omar were discussing about the
‘City of the future’. The children were giving information
and impressions about Hamburg and Cairo. They were
talking about their view and what kind of city we need in
the future. The city of the future need to be green and
with culturally inspiring living conditions. 
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TRIP TO EXHIBITION
'ERFINDERLAND'

A group of German KS3 students visited on Thursday 14th
October the exhibition ‘ERFINDERLAND / LAND OF
INVENTORS’ at Goethe Institute Cairo. LAND OF
INVENTORS is a travelling exhibition that tours Goethe-
Institute centers around the world. It is primarily
targeted at young people aged 12 – 16 with A2 German
language level. The exhibition are linked to the “STEM
Teaching” combined with German.
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PREVIEW FOR NO. 3:

COMIC ART
WORKSHOP
Goethe Institute is offering a creative Comic
Art Workshop (ONLINE) on three Fridays with
Mr Leo. He lives in Cologne and he is a
professional Comic Artist. Some EBIS students
know him as during the summer he was
working with our PASCH choir ensemble to
create a video for a song. We are happy that
Ragy Wessam 8B, Rital Saeed 7B, Nour Ibrahim
7F are exploring more about Comic Art. They 
 learn tips & tricks how to draw a comic
character, how a joke can be represented as a
picture or how they can tell a story through a
comic and much more. Their first tasks for
this week are: 1.) draw many small different
silhouettes of figures. Realistic or fantastic,
human, animal, mythical creature, vacuum
cleaner ... 2.) Always carry a small notebook or
book with you in which you can write and
draw all your observations and ideas. What do
you discover? What do you hear interesting?

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
FOR GERMAN TEACHERS
Goethe-Institute offers professional development courses for
German teachers. Training courses for teachers of German,
covering the German language, geography, and methodical
approaches. The DLL ‘Learning How to Teach German’ Program is a
practical continuing education and professional development series
for teachers of German as a foreign language. The approach is to
learn more about continuing education as well as the
methodological and didactic foundations on which DLL series is
based. We are pleased to announce that the German teacher Abier
Ahmed & Malak El Guindi finished the DLL 6: CURRICULUM
STANDARDS AND LESSON PLANNING and the DLL 4:
ASSIGNMENTS, EXERCISES AND INTERACTION. And Mona El Kadi
finished the DLL 5: MATERIALS AND MEDIA. Congratulations!


